
 

Quick Start Instructions 
 

The basic sorting activity takes about 15 minutes. Give yourself another 15- 

60 minutes to interpret and discuss the results (Step #6). It leads to great 

conversations and everyone enjoys having time to talk!  It’s best if each 

   person has a deck of cards; it takes less time and leads to more insights and 
better conversations! 

Note that each deck also contains a light green card with instructions. 

Turn the three light blue cards over so they show: 

 
 

Set aside the 8 yellow interpretation cards, the green instruction card and the 

other informational cards. 
 

You'll then be left with the 54 statement cards. (They have colorful pictures 

on the backs.) Shuffle them. 

Read all the statement cards. Depending on how each describes you, put it 

in the pile for either That's Me, 

Sometimes, or That's Not Me. 

Remember: 

   There aren't right or wrong answers. 
 Don't think too much; sort quickly. 

 Think about yourself today—not how 

you should be or how you were. 

 Laugh and enjoy yourself! 

If you have 20 or more cards in the That's Me pile—and you have time— 

   move the weakest cards from That's Me to your Sometimes pile. 10-15 is 

good number in your That's Me pile. 

When you're done sorting, turn over the 

cards in your That's Me pile. You'll see 

colorful pictures on the backs. Put 
 those cards into columns by grouping 

the ones with the same pictures. 

 
This shows your money personality. 

Get the yellow interpretation cards you set aside before. Start by reading the 

one for the Habitude type that has the most cards. 
 

Ask yourself: Are my Money Habitudes working for me? Would you benefit 

7 by using any Habitude more? If you are overusing any Habitude, read the 

back of the yellow interpretation card for suggestions. 

That's Me 

 

 

 

That's Not Me That’s Sometimes Me 



 

           Money Habitudes® II Insights 

 

After you’re read the statement cards and sorted them into the three piles, focus on your 

That’s definitely me pile.  Count and write down how many cards are in each Habitude in 

that pile. Then answer the following questions. Each response should be at least a 

paragraph (4-6 sentences).  

 

 

      Targeted       Free Spirit     Spontaneous      Selfless         Status  Security  

    

 

                      _____           _____             _____            _____             _____             _____ 

 

 

Look at the yellow interpretation cards to answer the following.  Begin with the Habitude 

with the most cards in the That’s definitely me pile. 
 
1. What are the dominant Habitude(s) (four or more cards): ___________________ 

 
2. Read the list of Advantages. Not all will apply to you. Are there other advantages? 

 
3. Read the list of Challenges. Not every one will apply to you. Which of the 

disadvantages fit you? Can you think of other challenges? 
 

4. Are you overusing that Habitude? If so, what are some resources to help with this?  
 

5. Which Habitude best describes you when life is going well and you’re feeling good?  
How can you do it more? 
 

6. Which Habitude best describes you at your worst when you feel stressed, upset or 
unhappy? Who, where, when or what situation triggers you to use a Habitude that 
works against you reaching your goals? 
 

7. If you want more balance, which Habitude would you use more often to reach your 
goals?  Less often?  (Look at the back of the yellow cards for suggestions to make 
those changes if you are overusing a Habitude.) 
 

 

 

That’s 
definitely 
me pile 


